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1. IDENTIFICATION 
 

Position No. Job Title Supervisor’s Position 

See Appendix Custodian Principal 

 

Department Division/Region Community Location 

Education Various  Various  Various 

 

Fin. Code: See Appendix  

 

 

2. PURPOSE  
 

Main reason why the position exists, within what context and what the overall end result is. 

 

The purpose of this position is to maintain a safe, secure, comfortable and sanitary school. By doing this, 

the Custodian helps to create a positive learning environment for students and pleasant working 

environment for school staff.  

 

 

 

3. SCOPE 
 

Describe the impact the position has on the area in which it works, or if it impacts other departments, the 

government as a whole, or the public directly or indirectly.  How does the position impact those 

groups/individuals, the organization and/or budgets?  What is the magnitude of that impact? 

 

The Custodian has the responsibility of maintaining a sanitary and safe environment for the students and 

staff of the school. In doing so, the Custodian plays a significant role in maintaining the operations and 

functionality of the school and supporting a learning environment that is conducive to student success.  

 

The Custodian reports to the school Principal. 

 

 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Describe major responsibilities and target accomplishments expected of the position.  List the responsibilities 

that have the greatest impact on the organization first and describe them in a way that answers why the 

duties of the position are being performed.  For a supervisory or management position, indicate the 

subordinate position(s) through which objectives are accomplished. 

 

Ensures that the building is readied for occupancy each day: Opens the school each morning, as 

directed by the Principal. Ensures that the temperature in each classroom is normal and reports abnormal 

temperatures to the Principal. Checks water and fuel supply and reports shortages to the Principal. 

Ensures entrances and fire routes are clear and free of garbage or other debris including snow and ice. 
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Ensures the building is secured at the end of each school day: Ensures that all doors and windows are 

closed and locked. Carries-out a daily check of the toilet flush mechanisms to ensure none are running 

and ensures that all taps are closed.   

 

Maintains a clean and safe environment on a daily basis: Sweep and/or vacuums all floor areas. 

Cleans/washes, dusts and disinfects all surface areas, including tabletops, counter tops, kitchen sinks and 

drinking fountains. Washes down microwave ovens and water coolers. Washes bathroom and locker 

rooms, including floors. Removes all garbage from the school and arranges proper disposal.  

 

Maintains a clean and safe environment on a weekly basis: Scrubs all non-carpeted areas in the 

school. Cleans and disinfects surface areas of all student and teacher desks, doorknobs, chalkboard ledges 

and shelves. Wipes down the top and front of lockers. 

 

Maintains a clean and safe environment as needed: Cleans walls, handrails and other surface areas. 

Washes all interior window areas. Removes spots, fingerprints, writing, graffiti from walls, doors, door 

frames, doorknobs and railings.  
 

Assists with supply and basic maintenance and operation of the building: Fills/refills soap 

dispensers, paper towel, toilet paper in all washrooms. Notifies administration of burnt out lighting in 

need of change. Checks playground equipment for safety. Carries-out minor repairs within the school. 

Assembles new school equipment. Maintains the storage of supplies in accordance with WHMIS 

standards. Maintains and inventories cleaning supplies to support reordering of supplies when necessary. 

Picks-up and delivers freight (including parcel mail). Oversees the list of hazardous materials in the 

school. 

  

Ensures the school is safe and secure: Acts in accordance with School Crisis Response Manual during 

emergencies. Conducts a daily walk-around inside and outside of the school to ensure safety and security 

of building and facilities. Reports required repairs and those resulting from vandalism to administration. 

Advises staff on proper maintenance procedures.  

 

Summer Duties: Carries-out specialized summer cleaning including: 

• Strips floors and re-waxes; 

• Shampoos carpet flooring/steam cleans carpets and rugs;  

• Washes all interior and exterior window areas prior to school opening each Fall; 

• Washes all walls inside the school; 

• Cleans and disinfects all surface areas within the classrooms; 

• Cleans under & behind fridges, stoves, vending machines; and 

• Informs the Secretary of maintenance issues so that work orders can be generated. 
 

 

5.  KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

Describe the level of knowledge, experience and abilities that are required for satisfactory job performance. 

Knowledge identifies the acquired information or concepts that relate to a specific discipline.  Skills describe 

acquired measurable behaviors and may cover manual aspects required to do a job.  Abilities describe natural talents 

or developed proficiencies required to do the job. 

These requirements are in reference to the job, not the incumbent performing the job. 

 

 

The candidate must have knowledge of how to properly handle the hazardous materials in use within the 

school and how to properly dispose of hazardous waste materials. The candidate must also have 
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knowledge of proper lifting techniques. 

Other skills required for this position include proper cleaning techniques and the use of specific cleansers 

for various surfaces. The candidate must also be skilled in the use of cleaning equipment such as 

industrial vacuum cleaners and buffers. 

To successfully fulfill the responsibilities of this position, a candidate must have an ability to do physical 

labor, including lifting and carrying heavy objects. The candidate must be able to manage time 

effectively and work within a team environment. The candidate must also be able to follow oral 

instructions, have effective and respectful communication skills (both listening and verbal), work with 

little to no supervision, make decisions independently and problem solve.  

The candidate must also be able to complete the WHIMS course for certification and have an ability to 

read and understand labels and instructions, particularly on the use and application of cleaning chemicals 

and products. 

To fulfil the duties of the Custodian position, a candidate must have knowledge of the School Crisis 

Response Manual, the school’s Inuuqatigiitsiarniq Policy, the GN Public Service Code of Ethics and 

Values, and an ability to conduct themselves accordingly. 

 

The knowledge, skills and abilities for this position may reasonably be obtained by someone who has 

completed a grade 6 education or possesses equivalent life experience. 

The position is considered a highly sensitive position and requires both a clean Criminal Record Check 

as well as Vulnerable Sector Check. 

 

 

 

6.  WORKING CONDITIONS  
 

List the unavoidable, externally imposed conditions under which the work must be performed and which 

create hardship for the incumbent.  Express frequency, duration and intensity of each occurrence in 

measurable time (e.g. every day, two or three times a week, 5 hours a day) 

 

 

 

Physical Demands 

 

Indicate the nature of physical demands and the frequency and duration of occurrences leading to physical 

fatigue or physical stress. 

 

Daily sweeping, vacuuming and washing the floors, entry ways and surfaces will require bending, 

stretching, twisting, heavy lifting, standing and walking for the duration of the shift. 

 

 

Environmental Conditions 

 

Indicate the nature of adverse environmental conditions to which the jobholder is exposed, and the frequency 

and duration of exposures.  Include conditions that increase the risk of accident, ill health, or physical 

discomfort. 
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Regular exposure to adverse weather conditions may be experienced for all outdoor duties depending on 

the time of year. 

 

  

 

Sensory Demands 

 

Indicate the nature of demands on the jobholder’s senses.  These demands can be in the form of making 

judgments to discern something through touch, smell, sight, and/or hearing.  It may include concentrated 

levels of attention to details though one or more of the incumbents’ senses. 

 

Will be required to assess cleanliness and maintenance of areas based on sight and touch on a daily basis. 

 

Will be required to use cleaning materials that are corrosive and/or odorous and may be toxic on a daily 

basis. 

 

Will be exposed to dirty surfaces, including within bathrooms on a daily basis. 
 

 

Mental Demands 

 

Indicate conditions within the job that may lead to mental or emotional fatigue that would increase the risk 

of such things as tension or anxiety. 

 

Must be able to complete duties with children and adults in working area which may require patience on 

a daily basis. 

 

Handling shifting priorities and job duties on a daily basis. 

 

Ability to respond to emergency scenarios as required.  
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7.  CERTIFICATION 
 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Employee Signature 

 

 

 

Printed Name 

 

 

 

 

 

Principal 

Supervisor Title 

 

 

 

Supervisor Signature 

 

 

 

Date:   Date   

I certify that I have read and understand the 

responsibilities assigned to this position. 

 

I certify that this job description is an accurate 

description of the responsibilities assigned to the 

position. 

  

  Deputy Head Signature 

 

  

Date 

 

I approve the delegation of the responsibilities outlined herein within the context of the attached organizational 

structure. 

 

 

 

8.  ORGANIZATION CHART 
 

Please attach Organizational Chart indicating incumbent’s position, peer positions, subordinate 

positions (if any) and supervisor position. 

 

 

“The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being 

performed by the incumbent of this job.  They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of 

all responsibilities and activities required of this position”. 
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9. Appendix A-List of Positions and Corresponding Information  
Community  Position  Supervisor  Freebalance Code  

Arctic Bay 09-01827 09-01826 09822-01-2-200-0980090-01 

Arctic Bay 09-03328 09-01826 09822-01-2-200-0980090-01 

Arctic Bay 09-08067 09-01826 09822-01-2-200-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-06041 09-05701 09851-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-06049 09-03405 09852-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11005 09-03405 09852-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11006 09-11767 09862-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11012 09-05701 09851-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11238 09-05701 09851-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11245 09-11767 09862-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Arviat 09-11246 09-11767 09862-01-3-300-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-08341 09-07561 09853-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-08342 09-07561 09853-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-11008 09-01548 09854-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-11009 09-01548 09854-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-11010 09-01548 09854-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Baker Lake 09-11243 09-01548 09854-01-3-305-0980090-01 

Cambridge Bay 09-00959 09-11460 09872-01-4-410-0980090-01 

Cambridge Bay 09-01840 09-11460 09872-01-4-410-0980090-01 

Cambridge Bay 09-10552 09-06461 09873-01-4-410-0980090-01 

Cambridge Bay 09-10553 09-06461 09873-01-4-410-0980090-01 

Chesterfield Inlet 09-11007 09-01560 09855-01-3-310-0980090-01 

Chesterfield Inlet 09-11241 09-01560 09855-01-3-310-0980090-01 

Clyde River 09-01848 09-02166 09826-01-2-215-0980090-01 

Clyde River 09-07454 09-02166 09826-01-2-215-0980090-01 

Clyde River 09-08202 09-02166 09826-01-2-215-0980090-01 

Clyde River 09-10416 09-02166 09826-01-2-215-0980090-01 

Coral Harbour 09-01131 09-01567 09856-01-3-315-0980090-01 

Coral Harbour 09-01571 09-01567 09856-01-3-315-0980090-01 

Coral Harbour 09-11004 09-01567 09856-01-3-315-0980090-01 

Coral Harbour 09-11244 09-01567 09856-01-3-315-0980090-01 

Gjoa Haven 09-00972 09-00971 09876-01-4-415-0980090-01 

Gjoa Haven 09-03876 09-02322 09877-01-4-415-0980090-01 

Gjoa Haven 09-08316 09-00971 09876-01-4-415-0980090-01 

Gjoa Haven 09-11761 09-02322 09877-01-4-415-0980090-01 

Grise Fiord 09-01883 09-01881 09827-01-2-220-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-01893 09-01889 09829-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-02360 09-01889 09829-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-07457 09-01888 09845-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-07475 09-01888 09845-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-11390 09-01889 09829-01-2-230-0980090-01 
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Igloolik 09-14761 09-14608 09830-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Igloolik 09-14788 09-14608 09830-01-2-230-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-02102 09-01849 09834-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-02502 09-01963 09821-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-02913 09-02643 09831-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03445 09-01964 09833-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03482 09-02158 09832-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03483 09-02158 09832-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03485 09-02158 09832-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03486 09-02158 09832-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-03487 09-02643 09831-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-06575 09-01964 09833-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-10418 09-01849 09834-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-11495 09-01849 09834-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Iqaluit 09-12170 09-02643 09831-01-2-235-0980090-01 

Kimmirut 09-01896 09-02162 09835-01-2-240-0980090-01 

Kimmirut 09-07605 09-02162 09835-01-2-240-0980090-01 

Kinngait 09-02176 09-01874 09825-01-2-210-0980090-01 

Kinngait 09-02359 09-01874 09825-01-2-210-0980090-01 

Kinngait 09-08108 09-01958 09824-01-2-210-0980090-01 

Kinngait 09-08110 09-01958 09824-01-2-210-0980090-01 

Kugaaruk 09-02328 09-00978 09878-01-4-425-0980090-01 

Kugaaruk 09-07627 09-00978 09878-01-4-425-0980090-01 

Kugluktuk 09-02363 09-00960 09875-01-4-420-0980090-01 

Kugluktuk 09-03200 09-06725 09874-01-4-420-0980090-01 

Kugluktuk 09-08127 09-06725 09874-01-4-420-0980090-01 

Kugluktuk 09-10565 09-00960 09875-01-4-420-0980090-01 

Naujaat 09-10955 09-01594 09860-01-3-325-0980090-01 

Naujaat 09-10956 09-01594 09860-01-3-325-0980090-01 

Naujaat 09-11242 09-13264 09863-01-3-325-0980090-01 

Naujaat 09-14006 09-13264 09863-01-3-325-0980090-01 

Pangnirtung 09-01903 09-02501 09838-01-2-250-0980090-01 

Pangnirtung 09-02361 09-02501 09838-01-2-250-0980090-01 

Pangnirtung 09-05459 09-06471 09837-01-2-250-0980090-01 

Pangnirtung 09-07540 09-06471 09837-01-2-250-0980090-01 

Pond Inlet 09-01913 09-01911 09840-01-2-255-0980090-01 

Pond Inlet 09-02905 09-05922 09839-01-2-255-0980090-01 

Pond Inlet 09-02922 09-05922 09839-01-2-255-0980090-01 

Pond Inlet 09-08801 09-01911 09840-01-2-255-0980090-01 

Qikiqtarjuaq 09-01833 09-02491 09823-01-2-205-0980090-01 

Qikiqtarjuaq 09-11475 09-02491 09823-01-2-205-0980090-01 

Rankin Inlet 09-10954 09-02087 09857-01-3-320-0980090-01 

Rankin Inlet 09-10959 09-02087 09857-01-3-320-0980090-01 
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Rankin Inlet 09-10960 09-07517 09858-01-3-320-0980090-01 

Rankin Inlet 09-11239 09-03970 09859-01-3-320-0980090-01 

Rankin Inlet 09-11240 09-07517 09858-01-3-320-0980090-01 

Resolute Bay 09-08029 09-01860 09841-01-2-260-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-01600 09-02918 09842-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-07438 09-02918 09842-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-08189 09-02918 09842-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-10604 09-02918 09842-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-13099 09-02840 09844-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanikiluaq 09-13100 09-02840 09844-01-2-265-0980090-01 

Sanirajak 09-01887 09-01884 09828-01-2-225-0980090-01 

Sanirajak 09-07568 09-01884 09828-01-2-225-0980090-01 

Taloyoak 09-00977 09-01343 09879-01-4-430-0980090-01 

Taloyoak 09-03201 09-01343 09879-01-4-430-0980090-01 

Whale Cove 09-01598 09-02846 09861-01-3-330-0980090-01 

Whale Cove 09-11474 09-02846 09861-01-3-330-0980090-01 

 


